Abstract. In a previous paper, we discovered a surprising spectrally-invariant relationship in shortwave spectrometer observations taken by the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program. The relationship suggests that the shortwave spectrum near cloud edges can be determined by a linear combination of zenith radiance spectra of the cloudy and clear regions. Here, using radiative transfer simulations, we study the sensitivity of this relationship to the properties of aerosols and clouds, to the underlying surface type, and to the finite field-of-view (FOV) of the spectrometer. Overall, the relationship is mostly sensitive to cloud properties and has little sensitivity to other factors. At visible wavelengths, the relationship primarily depends on cloud optical depth regardless of cloud phase function, thermodynamic phase and drop size. At water-absorbing wavelengths, the slope of the relationship depends primarily on cloud optical depth; the intercept, by contrast, depends primarily on cloud absorbing and scattering properties, suggesting a new retrieval method for cloud drop effective radius. These results suggest that the spectrally-invariant relationship can be used to infer cloud properties near cloud edges even with insufficient or no knowledge about spectral surface albedo and aerosol properties.
Introduction
The transition zone between cloudy and clear air, sometimes called the "cloud halo", is a region of strong aerosolcloud interactions. Based on large eddy simulations, Koren et al. (2009) and Jiang et al. (2009) 
demonstrated that
Correspondence to: J. C. Chiu (c.j.chiu@reading.ac.uk) a polluted cloud field had smaller cloud halos because cloud drops evaporated faster in polluted air. However, this type of aerosol-cloud interaction is difficult to confirm using traditional data, for two reasons. First, separations between aerosol and cloud using remote sensing techniques are always ambiguous and depend on which variables are being observed and on instrument sensitivities (Charlson et al., 2007; Koren et al., 2008) . The transition from cloud to clear could span as little as 50 m or as much as several hundred meters (Platt and Gambling, 1971; Perry and Hobbs, 1996; Lu et al., 2003; Koren et al., 2007; Su et al., 2008; Redemann et al., 2009) . Second, the transition zone is hard to measure because most research aircraft, satellites and ground-based instruments have insufficient spatial and temporal resolution to resolve the transition . As a result, aerosol and cloud retrievals near cloud edges are not reliable, considering the combined effects of undetected clouds, 3D cloud radiation, and aerosol property changes (Zhang et al., 2005; Wen et al., 2007; Marshak et al., 2008; Tackett and Di Girolamo, 2009; Twohy et al., 2009; Várnai and Marshak, 2010) .
Recently, one-second-resolution zenith radiance measurements from Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program ShortWave Spectrometer (SWS) provide a unique opportunity to analyze the cloud-clear transition zone. Chiu et al. (2009) rigorously defined the transition zone and found a remarkable linear relationship between the sum and difference of radiances at 870 and 1640 nm wavelengths; this relationship allows us to separate radiative signatures of aerosols and clouds. The intercept of the line depends mainly on aerosol optical depth and size, whereas the slope of the line depends mainly on cloud drop size. Furthermore, this linearity supports the inhomogeneous mixing hypothesis, which predicts that, as a cloud is approached, optical depth increases while the effective drop size remains nearly unchanged. By extending this work to all wavelengths in the SWS spectra, Marshak et al. (2009) discovered a surprising spectrally-invariant relationship between ratios of zenith radiance spectra in the transition zone. The relationship demonstrates that the shortwave spectra within the transition zone are a linear combination of zenith radiance spectra of purely cloudy and purely clear regions, with a wavelengthindependent weighting function in the transition zone. By invoking the spectral invariance, the high spectral resolution SWS radiance measurements in the transition zone can also be well approximated using only lower spectral resolution measurements.
The main objective of this paper is to confirm the spectrally-invariant behavior found in the SWS observations with radiative transfer calculations. We also study factors that could, in principle, affect the spectrally-invariant behavior. These sensitivity results will provide insights for the improvement of aerosol and cloud property retrievals near cloud edges.
Radiative transfer simulations
We use SBDART (the Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer; Ricchiazzi et al., 1998) to compute spectral zenith radiance at wavelengths 400-2300 nm with 10-nm resolution. Table 1 shows key parameters used in our control run simulation. The extraterrestrial solar spectrum follows the database in MODTRAN at 20 cm −1 spectral resolution. The solar zenith angle is 45 • . A standard midlatitude summer atmospheric profile and a vegetation surface albedo are used. The top of the atmospheric grid is 100 km. The total column water vapor amount is set to 3 cm, the total ozone column to 0.324 atm-cm. Other trace gas amounts are given by default in SBDART.
Cloud bases are located at 1-km altitude with a fixed drop effective radius of 4 µm. Cloud optical depth varies smoothly across the transition zone. The boundary layer aerosols are characterized using the rural aerosol model in SBDART; the total aerosol optical depth is 0.2, while the vertical profile of aerosols is determined by setting the visibility parameter Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, [11295] [11296] [11297] [11298] [11299] [11300] [11301] [11302] [11303] 2010 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/11295/2010/ to 23 km. The spectral aerosol scattering parameters in SB-DART depend on humidity; we use 80% relative humidity. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function is used for both clouds and aerosols.
The spectrally-invariant relationship
The spectrally-invariant behavior found in SWS measurements is derived as follows . First, measured zenith radiance I m is normalized by
where I is the normalized zenith radiance as a function of wavelength λ and time t; F TOA is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance; and µ 0 is the cosine of solar zenith angle (SZA). By defining variables y and x as:
where t cloudy and t clear are times corresponding to fully cloudy and fully clear-sky areas, the spectrally-invariant linear relationship is:
where a and b, the slope and intercept respectively, are a function of t and independent of wavelength λ. Using the SWS measurements, Marshak et al. (2009) found that Eq. (3) holds for all wavelengths, excluding strong water-vapor absorption bands where divisions by noisy near-zero quantities in Eq. (2) result in large uncertainties. To test Eq. (3) with radiative transfer simulations, we repeat the same procedure using calculated zenith radiance. For observations, the transition zone is defined by t cloudy and t clear . For simulations, we use cloud optical depth (τ c ) to specify the transition zone. We assume that τ ), the slope function is equal to 1 and the intercept function is 0. For the fully clear area (i.e., τ c = τ clear c ), the slope function is equal to 0, and the intercept function is equal to 1.
In next section, we check whether model results support the observed spectrally-invariant behavior (Eq. 5). We also conduct sensitivity tests in Sect. 3 to investigate what factors are dominant in characterizing the slope and intercept functions in the transition zone. 
Control run simulations
Similarly to the observed radiance spectra shown in Marshak et al. (2009) , our simulations show three main features in Fig. 1a . Firstly, strong water vapor absorption bands occur at wavelengths around 930, 1120, 1400, and 1900 nm in simulations. Secondly, due to Rayleigh and aerosol scattering, normalized zenith radiance is higher at shorter wavelengths than at longer wavelengths in the cloud-free condition. Thirdly, in cloudy conditions, normalized zenith radiance at near-infrared wavelengths is close to that at visible wavelengths. Cutting Fig. 1a at a few wavelengths, Fig. 1b shows how radiances change their orders in approaching cloudy regions (i.e., increasing cloud optical depth). Near cloudy regions, radiance at 870 nm exceeds radiances at other wavelengths because the vegetated surface is brighter at 870 nm. In addition, radiance at 2140 nm is typically lower than that at 1640 nm, due to lower surface reflectance, weaker Rayleigh and aerosol scattering and stronger liquid water absorption.
The ratios y and x calculated from Eq. (4) are plotted in Fig. 1c for τ c values of 2, 1, and 0.5. In Fig. 1c , to mimic what we did with observations, we exclude water vapor absorption bands to avoid division by small noisy numbers. Consequently, the remaining wavelength bands are 400-870, 990-1070, 1180-1290, 1530-1700 and 2110-2220 nm, denoted as bands B1-B5 in Fig. 1 and Table 2 . Overall, for a given cloud optical depth, points in these bands fall along straight lines. Zooming into each individual band (see examples from bands B1 and B5 in Fig. 1d and e), we see a remarkable linearity that confirms the spectrally-invariant hypothesis. However, bands B1 and B5 have their own slopes and intercepts. In band B1, the sum of the slope and intercept for each line is close to 1, consistent with the finding reported in Marshak et al. (2009) . But in band B5, the sum is no longer equal to 1 due to liquid water absorption.
Finally, we extended the above analysis to more τ c values. As an example, Fig. 1f shows the slope function in the transition zone for bands B1 and B5. Similarly, we can generate plots of intercept function versus cloud optical depth (figures not shown). To better understand what factors dominate the slope and intercept functions in the transition zone, we now discuss our sensitivity results. 
Sensitivity tests
Parameters used in sensitivity tests include cloud and aerosol properties, underlying surface type and the finite field-ofview of a radiometer (as summarized in Table 1 ). In general, bands B1-B5 have similar sensitivity to all these factors except cloud properties. Therefore, we mainly focus on results in band B1. However, we do discuss both B1 and B5 when the sensitivity parameter is related to cloud properties. 
Sensitivity to underlying surface type and aerosol properties

Underlying surface type
We tested four surface types to understand their impacts on the slope function in the transition zone. These types include the black, sand, vegetated and snow surfaces. As shown in Fig. 2a , surface albedo gradually increases with wavelength over sand, whereas surface albedo has a big jump from 0.1 to 0.5 at 700 nm over vegetations. Among these surface types, the snow surface is the brightest at 400-1200 nm wavelengths. However, despite such different spectral behaviors in surface albedo, model results indicate that the slope function is not sensitive to the underlying surface type (as shown in Fig. 2b ).
Aerosol properties
Three aerosol types are used in this sensitivity test: rural, urban and oceanic. Figure 3a -c illustrate spectral dependencies of aerosol optical depth, single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor. In general, oceanic particles have stronger forward scattering and are the least absorbing, while urban particles are the most absorbing. Compared to urban aerosols, rural aerosol particles have a similar size distribution and slightly weaker forward scattering at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. These differences in aerosol optical and microphysical properties, however, have little impact on the slope function (Fig. 3d) . Similarly, a change in aerosol optical depth from 0.2 to 1.0 also has negligible impact on the slope function (figures not shown). Overall, the insensitivity of the spectrally-invariant behavior to aerosol properties means that one may still infer cloud properties even with insufficient aerosol information. Note that in contrast to this paper, Chiu et al. (2009) radiances were not rescaled by any clear-sky radiances, ratios derived from points on the sum vs difference plane strongly depended on aerosol properties and surface type. On the contrary, a much wider spectral region is taken into account in this paper. All radiances are also rescaled by clear-sky radiances, which in turn reduces the sensitivity to both aerosols and surface type significantly.
Sensitivity to cloud properties
In this section we demonstrate how the slope and intercept of spectrally-invariant relationship are affected by cloud drop effective radius, cloud phase and cloud-base height. Discussions are mainly based on simulations in bands B1 (400-870 nm; not liquid-water absorbing) and B5 (2110-2220 nm; liquid-water absorbing). Figure 4 illustrates that the slope and intercept of the spectrally-invariant linear relationship may vary from band to band depending on cloud drop size. With an increasing effective radius from 4 to 8 µm, data points in band B5 shift toward smaller ratios in both axes, whereas shifts are much less evident in band B1. The dramatic shifts in band B5 are due to a stronger absorption of larger cloud drops; this leads to smaller radiances in numerators of the ratios in Eq. (4). The denominators of the ratios correspond to clear-sky conditions and are independent of drop size. As a result, both ratios decrease and data points shift toward bottom-left. The small shifts in band B1 can be explained by scattering phase functions; at scattering angle of 45 • , the phase function is slightly larger for 4 µm than for 8 µm. The difference in ratios between two cloud drop sizes gradually decreases for shorter wavelengths.
Cloud drop effective radius
We further extend the above analysis to various cloud optical depths in the transition zone (Fig. 5) . Figure 5a and c show that the slope function is weakly sensitive to effective radius in both bands B1 and B5. However, the intercept functions have different behaviors between the two bands ( Fig. 5b  and d) . In band B5, the intercept function strongly depends on effective radius, whereas at B1 the intercept function does not. Based on these analyses, we conclude: -As expected, the slope and intercept derived from 400-870 nm wavelengths are mainly determined by cloud optical depth and weakly sensitive to cloud drop effective radius -The slope derived from 2110-2220 nm wavelengths is mainly determined by cloud optical depth; the intercept is mainly determined by cloud drop effective radius
The high sensitivity of the intercept function to cloud drop effective radius at 2110-2220 nm wavelengths may lead to major application in understanding cloud growth/evaporation processes in the transition zone. A schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 6 , using two cloud drop sizes (4 and 8 µm) to characterize the transition zone. For example, we can assume that drop size in the cloudy region is 8 µm and remains constant toward the clear region. Another example is that the drop effective radius changes from 8 µm in the cloudy region 22 to 4 µm near the clear region. Therefore, with two sizes of 4 and 8 µm, we have a total of four cases to simulate the cloud drop size change in the transition zone, denoted as cases A-D.
Case A presents a bigger cloud drop effective size in cloudy regions and a smaller size towards cloud-free regions, which supports the hypothesis of homogenous mixing, whereby the effective drop size decreases being away from clouds (Mason and Jonas, 1974) . In contrast, case B and D (duplicated from Fig. 4 ) assume a constant 4 µm and 8 µm effective radius, respectively, supporting the hypothesis of inhomogeneous mixing, whereby the effective drop size remains unchanged as being away from cloud edge (Latham and Reed, 1977; Baker and Latham, 1979; Baker et al., 1980) . Case C presents smaller drops in cloudy regions and bigger drops towards cloud-free regions. The change in cloud effective size in this case is exaggerated for illustration clarity and does not occur in reality. Figure 6 shows that intercepts are substantially different among these cases. Comparison of A to D shows that if the cloud drop size decreases in the transition from cloud to clear, the intercept increases dramatically from 1 to 6. Similarly, comparison of C to B shows when the cloud drop size increases in moving from cloud to clear, the intercept decreases substantially. This suggests that the intercept at 2110-2220 nm wavelengths contains information on the growth/evaporation tendency of cloud drops, which can be applied to actual observation and provide evidence of homogeneous or inhomogeneous mixing near cloud edges. This important finding has not been reported in Marshak et al. (2009) . Indeed, data in band B5 were excluded in their analysis because the observed clear-sky radiance in band B5 for their cases was too small to be a divisor. Although data in band B4 were included in their analysis, the difference in single scattering albedo between bands B1 and B4 is less significant than that between bands B1 and B5. As a result, Marshak et al. (2009) did not realize that individual wavelength bands require separate attention and that the intercept in liquid water absorption bands could be used for understanding the growth/evaporation tendency of cloud drops.
Cloud phase function
We study sensitivity to cloud phase function by replacing the Henyey-Greenstein phase function with a Mie phase function. Figure 7 shows for band B1, the differences in both slopes and intercepts between these two phase functions are negligible. For band B5, the slope and intercept are more sensitive to phase function for 4 µm of cloud drop size than for 8 µm. In particular, Fig. 7d shows that with a HenyeyGreenstein phase function, the intercepts for 4 µm are generally 2-6 times larger than those for 8 µm. With a Mie phase function, the difference is reduced to a factor of 2-3 between 4 and 8 µm cloud drop sizes. This reduction implies that, for retrieval purposes, the use of a more realistic phase function is necessary.
Cloud thermodynamic phase
This section examines how slope and intercept functions change with cloud thermodynamic phase. In general, ice crystals have stronger forwarding scattering than water drops at 400-2300 nm wavelengths, except at ∼1900 nm. Ice crystals also have stronger absorption than water drops at 2110-2160 nm, but the opposite is true at 2160-2180 nm. In band B1, liquid-and ice-phase cloud particles have nearly identical absorption properties, and thus cloud phase is expected to have little impact on spectrally-invariant behavior in this band. slope function in band B1. Figure 8 also confirms that cloud phase has bigger impact in band B5 than in B1, especially on the intercept function due to the absorption difference between liquid-and ice-phase. The wide spreading curves in Fig. 8d indicate that cloud phase can be checked using the intercept function, especially in the middle of the transition zone where has the largest change in the intercept.
Finite field-of-view
This section investigates effects of a finite FOV on the spectrally-invariant behavior in the transition zone. The FOV effect is examined by changing cloud-base height. At a given FOV of 1.4 • (same as the FOV of the ARM shortwave spectrometer), cloud-base height at 1 km and 5 km correspond to a FOV of 25 m and 125 m, respectively. With a nominal 5 m s −1 wind speed and 1-s sampling resolution, the 25-m FOV corresponds to 5 sample points, the 125-m corresponds to 25 sample points. We use these sample points in the FOV to calculate average radiance and corresponding spectrallyinvariant relationships.
In this sensitivity test, we assume that cloud optical depth decreases from 3 to 0.1 between locations 100-250 m (Fig. 9a) . Points at distance less than 100 m are fully cloudy with τ c = 3, points at distance greater than 250 m are fully clear (i.e., τ c = 0). As we expected, simulations (Fig. 9b) show that the slope function for the cloud at 5 km altitude is more gradual than that for the cloud at 1 km. If we define the distance d* such that
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/11295/2010/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 11295-11303, 2010 where a is the slope of the spectrally-invariant relationship, we find the resulting d * values are 172 m and 164 m for the cloud at 5 km and 1 km, respectively. This small difference in d * suggests that a finite FOV has a negligible impact on spectrally-invariant behavior in the transition zone.
In the above simulations, we use a fixed wind speed for both low and high clouds; however, wind speed tends to be larger at higher altitudes. Thus, let us consider the following cases. Two clouds are both at 5 km and have the same relationship between cloud optical depth and distance as Fig. 9a in the transition zone. We further assume that one of these clouds is moving with a nominal wind speed of 5 m s −1 and the other is moving with 10 m s −1 . As a result, the larger wind speed decreases the sampling resolution of radiance, and thus decreases the resolution of the slope function. However, the larger wind speed does not alter the slope function. To summarize, if two clouds have the same cloud optical depth change in the transition zone, cloud base height and the associated FOV effect smooth the slope function, but they only change the e-folding distance d * slightly.
Concluding remarks
We have shown that spectral zenith radiance can be well simulated using radiative transfer calculations with the SBDART model. Ratios of zenith radiance from simulated spectra near cloud edges confirmed spectrally-invariant linear relationships that were observed in ARM shortwave spectrometer measurements. By excluding water vapor absorption bands and separating the remaining wavelengths into five bands, we found that non-absorbing and liquid-water absorbing bands have different linear relationships, and thus require separate attention in sensitivity tests.
We conducted sensitivity tests to better understand what factors dominate in characterizing the slope and intercept functions in the transition zone near cloud edges. These factors include cloud and aerosol properties, underlying surface type, and the finite field-of-view of a radiometer. Overall, the linear relationship at all wavelength bands is insensitive to aerosol properties, underlying surface type, and the finite FOV. Mainly, the spectrally-invariant relationship in the transition zone is sensitive to cloud properties. At nonabsorbing wavelengths (e.g., 400-870 nm), the slope and intercept functions are mainly determined by cloud optical depth and are weakly sensitive to cloud drop effective size or phase function. But at liquid-water absorbing wavelengths (e.g., 2110-2220 nm), while cloud optical depth still dominates the slope, cloud absorbing and scattering properties dominate the intercept. This finding could help us understand cloud growth/evaporation processes in the transition zone. For example, we found that the intercept increases dramatically when we simulate a cloud drop size decrease in moving from cloud to clear; if this change in intercept was found in observations, it would tend to support the homogeneous mixing hypothesis.
Furthermore, the high sensitivity of the spectrallyinvariant relationship to cloud properties allows us to better retrieve cloud properties near cloud edges using the slope and intercept functions. These functions are insensitive to assumptions of aerosol properties and surface type, making retrievals using the spectrally-invariant relationships more robust than those retrieved from zenith radiance, which typically require significant prior knowledge about aerosols and spectral surface albedo. Once cloud properties near cloud edges are better understood, the Koren et al. (2009) and Jiang et al. (2009) hypothesis that clouds in more polluted air have sharper edges can be tested with observations. Although the cloud conditions studied here are strongly inhomogeneous, 3D effects on the spectrally-invariant behavior have not been extensively analyzed yet. However, our preliminary 3D radiative transfer results, presented in the supplement file of this publication, suggest that the spectrally-invariant behavior discovered in SWS measurements is still valid for the 3D simulation world. The slope and intercept functions depend on cloud structure of the transition zone and can be different from their 1D counterparts. More importantly, the general conclusion that "at nonabsorbing bands the slope and intercept functions are mainly determined by cloud optical depth, while at liquid-water absorbing bands cloud optical depth dominates the slope but cloud drop size dominates the intercept" will hold. As a result, changes in intercept in water absorbing bands indicate changes in droplet sizes.
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